GENERAL QUESTIONS

Do you agree with the end points of the segments as shown above?
- Yes
- No (indicate where on the map above with lines)

Do you see value in gateway treatments and/or welcome signs as you enter and exit town?
- Yes (indicate where on the map above with a 'G')
- No

Share any other general ideas, issues, or comments here:

SEGMENT A: Commercial & Pedestrian Core

What street elements do you think should be included in Segment A?
- Sidewalk
- Bike Facility
- Planting Strip
- On-Street Parking
- Two-way Center Turn-Lane

Are there any critical pedestrian crossing locations in Segment A?
- Yes (indicate where on the map above with a star)
- No

Would Segment A be a good place for a public parking area?
- Yes (indicate where on the map above with a ‘P’)
- No

Share any other issues in Segment A that should be considered:

SEGMENT B: Pole Yard

What street elements do you think should be included in Segment B?
- Sidewalk
- Bike Facility
- Planting Strip
- On-Street Parking
- Two-way Center Turn-Lane

Are there any critical pedestrian crossing locations in Segment B?
- Yes (indicate where on the map above with a star)
- No

Would Segment B be a good place for a public parking area?
- Yes (indicate where on the map above with a ‘P’)
- No

Share any other issues in Segment B that should be considered:

SEGMENT C: East End

What street elements do you think should be included in Segment C?
- Sidewalk
- Bike Facility
- Planting Strip
- On-Street Parking
- Two-way Center Turn-Lane

Are there any critical pedestrian crossing locations in Segment C?
- Yes (indicate where on the map above with a star)
- No

Would Segment C be a good place for a public parking area?
- Yes (indicate where on the map above with a ‘P’)
- No

Share any other issues in Segment C that should be considered:

Share any other issues in Segment C that should be considered: